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the first tab in the "Back" contextual menu? In the NativeScript environment, I know how to use the "Back" contextual menu to switch to
the previous view in the navigation hierarchy: But I'm curious if there's a way to re-enable the first tab in the menu? I can't seem to find
any information on this. A: You can do it, but it doesn't automatically bind to the tabbars (back arrow). navigator.contextMenus.create(
['Back'], // the menu item you want to be available for Context Menu { title: 'Back', onclick: () => { // call back to top of stack } } ); This
will add a 'Back' tab to the context menu in your ui (called NativeScript by default, or if your using your own theme called 'NativeScript'
With the menu option you need to create the context menu yourself and you can bind whatever you want to make the first item (also
called Back). As for the specific question about the tabbars, there's no way of binding it because it's not your responsibility to manage
the stack, that's just how you navigate. You can however, disable a tab on your tabbars. if(tabBar){ //navigate to a new view and call the
router to make your navigation stack push your new view /* You can do something like this: tabBar.selectedIndex = 0; */ } Another way
of getting the first one would be, to on all views you know what's the first item and to go to that item then.
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